
The Garden International School 
Sherpur, Patna 

Class – IX (English) 
What is a Diary Entry?  

 A diary entry is a record of one's(our) feelings following an event either sad or pleasant. 

Diary entries are personal reflective in nature.  Therefore, they may not always be objective 

in view.  A diary entry usually includes detailed perspectives( in the view)  of the writer of 

the following events occurring in the present. 

•  Facts -Basically in it we write a thing which is known or we may say proved to be true. 

 • Observations -It means we monitor something Or  statement Which we see,heard or 

noticed. 

• Perceptions _something is regareded or understood. 

• Descriptions_literally we can say it includes writing account of person or object. 

* point to be Remember while writing Diary 

i.The word Limit should not be more than 150 words,means we need to write in this way by 

our wish to say within this limit. 

ii.Our diary entry is not a documentary.So we need to write all those things which were the 

highlight Point of the day. 

iii.We need to focus on emotion,feeling and thought. 

iv.Use grammatically correct sentences and avoid spelling mistakes. 

*Formate of writing Diary 

First of all we should write  

Day and Date  

Time  



                  Heading of diary (means topic of diary entry not as subject) 

Dear diary 

        .................................   Main body.............................. 

................................................................................................ 

.................................concluding line(means ending line of diary).............................. 

Note point-concluding line or ending line will always vary (different) from topic of diary. 

Good night 

Name.(Name of the person who is writing diary.) 

 

As. 

Q.You have visited IIT PATNA(BIHTA) with your classmates.Express your feeling in the 

form of diary entry in not more than 150 words. 

Tuesady,14 April 2020 

12:39 pm 

                          Visite to IIT PATNA 

Dear Diary, 

Today my class visited IIT CAMPUS Patna as part our science activity.There we saw and 

interacted with many students.We were told that This place of education will help you in 

your studies so that you will get to learn a lot about science.Where we saw different types of 

instruments and machines.The IIT campus was very large and beautiful where the science 

laboratory was the center of attraction.We have just got inspiration to move forward in life. 

I also sincerely hope that I will too  grow up to become an IITian. 

Good night 

Virat 

                                          ******* 



To do list.. 

1Q.Tomorrow your school is celebrating Teacher's Day.  You have been selected for 

presenting a speech before teachers.  Express your feelings and emotions in the form of 

Diary entry in not more than 150 words. 

2Q.Your dad decides to give you the birthday gift that you wished.  Write a diary entry 

expressing your feelings in not more than 150 words. 

3Q.2. You and your brother decided to celebrate your parents 25th wedding anniversary.  

Write your plans in the form of diary entry in not more than 150 words. 

*** 


